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This survey has been carried out by the International Extension College at the request of the Commonwealth
Secretariat. Its aim is to put together basic information about the use of correspondence.

Arranged on Economy Contains correspondence among members of the Commission assistance with the work
of the Commission. Arranged alphabetically by folder from state agencies as requested by the Commission.
Information in these reports related to items other than the Commission. Arranged alphabetically by folder and
Efficiency , Correspondence and Reports, A Collection in the of Economy and Efficiency , Correspondence
and Reports, Arrangement Arrangement Each Restrictions There are no restrictions. Preferred Citation
Virginia Commission 1. H Due to lack of resources, the Commission limited its study to State government.
The Commission prepared two surveys that were completed by state agencies which were assessed and
evaluated. The Commission was dissolved in Scope and the administrative papers of Colonel LeRoy Hodges,
Secretary of the Commission state agency reports submitted to the Commission. These agency reports contain
a correspondence with other members of the Commission as well as with individuals A Guide to the Virginia
Commission of Economy and Efficiency, Correspondence and Reports, Feb 27, converted to conform to
eadVIVA. Web version of the finding aid funded in part by a grant from the National Endowment for the
Humanities. H Drewry, George L. Due to lack of resources, the Commission limited its study to State
government. Of particular interest are the drafts of the budget law that was eventually passed in , and the state
agency reports submitted to the Commission. These agency reports contain a history of the agency, the duties
of the agency, an organizational chart, an accounting of annual expenditures, and a listing of personnel with
salary and other information. Arrangement Arrangement Each series is arranged alphabetically. Organization
Organized into four 4 series: Administrative correspondence, ; Correspondence with institutions outside of the
Commonwealth of Virginia, ; State agency reports, ; and Other items, Administrative Information Access
Restrictions There are no restrictions. Use Restrictions There are no restrictions. Contents List Series I:
Administrative correspondence, Contains correspondence among members of the Commission on Economy
and Efficiency as well as with other institutions and individuals. Arranged alphabetically by folder title.
Correspondence of the Commission on Economy and Efficiency , 1 1 Correspondence, 3 1 Draft of proposed
budget law and essay, n. Correspondence with agency outside the Commonwealth of Virginia, Contains
correspondence with institutions outside of the Commonwealth of Virginia. Often the correspondence is
soliciting assistance with the work of the Commission. Census, Bureau of, 1 2 Commerce, Dept. State agency
reports, Contains reports from state agencies as requested by the Commission. Information in these reports
include agency histories, lists of responsibilities, and listins of personnel employed. Other items, Contains
clippings and other materials, as well as correspondence to and from Colonel Hodges related to items other
than the Commission. Correspondence - not related to the Commission of Economy and Efficiency , 2 32
Miscellaneous, 2
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Buy Survey of Correspondence Institutions in the Commonwealth (Education in the Commonwealth) by Commonwealth
Secretariat (ISBN: ) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.

Rwanda Historically, the Commonwealth was an evolutionary outgrowth of the British Empire. The
traditional British policy of allowing considerable self-government in its colonies led to the existence by the
19th century of several dependent states that were populated to a significant degree by Europeans accustomed
to forms of parliamentary rule and that possessed large measures of sovereignty. In India and Pakistan became
members of the Commonwealth, the first with chiefly non-European populations. In Burma Myanmar became
independent and rejected membership. That declaration was the first to drop the adjective British, and
thereafter the official name of the organization became the Commonwealth of Nations, or simply the
Commonwealth. The Commonwealth was also beset by other difficulties, some members opting to withdraw
from the organization, as did Ireland , South Africa , and Pakistan , though both South Africa and Pakistan
eventually rejoined the former in and the latter in Commonwealth membership grew dramatically in the
second half of the 20th century as former dependencies attained sovereignty. Most of the dependent states
granted independence chose Commonwealth membership, and the organization has even grown to include
Mozambique joined , which was the first country granted entry that was never part of the British Empire or
under the control of any member. The Commonwealth differs from other international bodies. It has no formal
constitution or bylaws. The members have no legal or formal obligation to one another; they are held together
by shared traditions, institutions, and experiences as well as by economic self-interest. Commonwealth action
is based upon consultation between members, which is conducted through correspondence and through
conversations in meetings. Each member country sends an emissary, called a high commissioner, to the
capitals of the other members. A Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting is held every two years. This
declaration was echoed at the meeting in Harare , Zimbabwe , in , when leaders further committed the
organization to human rights and democracy. Britain has huge overseas investments, both government and
private, in the Commonwealth. When Britain joined the European Economic Community later succeeded by
the European Union [EU] in , the trade privileges of member countries began to be reduced. Now
Commonwealth members have trade agreements with the EU. Many of the exports of Commonwealth
countries go to other member countries. In the Commonwealth Africa Investment Fund was established to
increase investment in that continent. There are also significant educational links between members, as many
British teachers travel overseas and many students from Commonwealth members study in Britain. Other
cultural links include the Commonwealth Games , a sporting competition held every four years. In addition to
independent members, the Commonwealth also comprises dependent territories, which are formally governed
by the United Kingdom, Australia , or New Zealand. Most of the older dependencies are colonies. The United
Kingdom has followed a policy of leading the dependencies toward self-government by creating territorial
governments in them. These governments comprise a lawmaking body often called the legislative council ; an
executive body called the executive council , which with the governor is the executive authority; and an
independent judiciary. At first government posts are appointive, but an increasing elected element is
introduced, as constitutions are altered, until elected officials are made wholly responsible for local affairs.
After a colony achieves internal self-government, its legislature may apply to the British Parliament for
complete independence. It then decides whether to remain in the Commonwealth. Learn More in these related
Britannica articles:
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Correspondence Institutions in the Commonwealth, ; Education in the Commonwealth. El-Bushra, J. This survey
provides basic information on the use of correspondence education by university, government, and other non-profit
organizations within the British Commonwealth countries.

This applies both to online and traditional brick and mortar programs offered by out-of-state institutions. Does
this apply only to distance education students or more generally: Maintaining a location physical building in
the state that is used for instructional activity: Maintaining a location physical building in the state that is used
ONLY for non-instructional activity administration, recruitment, etc. Housing ONLY computer servers or
other equipment at a physical location in the state: Maintaining an in-state address or phone number,
regardless of use: What if the agent is only recruiting students in the state on an occasional basis i. It would
depend on the nature of the services and to the extent the institution is conducting business in the
Commonwealth. Please see the answer to 4a. Requiring a student to take a proctored exam at a location or
with an entity in the state prescribed by the institution: Requiring a student to take a proctored exam with an
entity in the state chosen by the student but approved by the institution: Advertising in local media sources
that are largely viewed by residents of the state: Systematic and targeted advertising may trigger the need for
approval. The determination in regards to advertising and the need for approval depends to a great deal on how
Massachusetts consumers are affected e. Is the institution trying to reach into another jurisdiction? What is the
specific degree of interactivity? Institutions should contact Department staff for more information. Any
answers on the need to be approved would be specific to the actual situation and would be formulated after a
staff review of the actual in place constellation of facts at the time of such review. Please note that institutions
must not advertise programs subject to Board approval prior to receiving Board approval. This would be
considered false advertising and subject to criminal charges and fines. Advertising in national media sources
that can be accessed by residents of the state: Yes Please see the response above. What about adjunct faculty:
Employing mentors, tutors, or preceptors in the state to aid students, who are residents of the state, on an
individual basis: Employing mentors, tutors or preceptors in the state to aid students may likely indicate that
the institution is operating courses or degree requirements within the state. Please see 4a 5b1 for more
information. Combinations - Of the activities or conditions listed above that alone would not constitute a
physical presence, are there any that, if combined, would create a physical presence: Description â€” Please
provide a short description of the application process to obtain state authorization. If available, please provide
web links to the specific references to all applicable state laws, regulations, manuals, forms, or other pertinent
documents: Independent institutions must submit an application to the Board of Higher Education. Processing
Time â€” Generally, how long does it take to approve applications assuming that the agency has received all
required information from the institution? Please provide a typical range if appropriate: The typical application
process can take from 9 month to a year or more. Duration â€” What is the authorization duration: There is no
time limitation. An authorization is valid as long an institution remains in compliance with regulations or
ceases to operate. Maintenance â€” What does an institution need to do to maintain authorization: Reporting
â€” What kinds of information or data must an institution report to your agency as a condition for continued
authorization? How frequently is this reported or updated? Is this information published or shared publicly:
Any institution under the purview of the Board must respond to inquiries on an as needed basis. With limited
exception, all documents made or received by the DHE are public records and subject to disclosure upon
request. Loss of Status â€” Can an institution lose its authorized status? An investigation of an institution will
be carried out when facts are brought to the attention of the Board suggesting a reasonable probability of
non-compliance with CMR 2. When an investigation is undertaken to inquire into probable noncompliance
with standards, the Board will require the institution to provide specific information pertinent to the specific
concern. The Board may require the institution to provide some or all of the information described in CMR 2.
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Multi-Institutional Systems â€” Can a multi-institutional system or college corporation apply to your agency
for authorization on behalf of all of its component institutions? If so, please describe the process: Only
institutions can be awarded authority. Would multi-institution public systems be treated the same as
multi-location for-profit institutions: Distinctive Features â€” What distinctive features in your authorization
process would be useful for applicants to know e. Prior to submitting an application, an institution is strongly
encouraged to consult with DHE staff. Amendments â€” Is your agency currently planning to amend its
application process by the end of Fees Associated with Authorization 7A. Application Fee - Is there an
application fee to initiate the authorization process? If so, what is the fee or fee schedule? Please provide a
web link if available: An institution shall pay the following fees: For the initial licensure of a
Massachusetts-based or Out-of-state institution: Annual fee each year for the first five years following initial
licensure for institutions new to Massachusetts: Please note that the institution is not required to submit this
annual fee after the fifth year of operation in Massachusetts. For each additional degree at Massachusetts
licensed institutions: Other requests requiring public hearings e. All records must be transmitted by the
institution in electronic form. Other Costs - Are there any other costs associated with the state authorization
process e. There are costs associated with the site visit related to travel and other accommodations for the
reviewers and DHE staff. Renewal Costs - What are the costs, if any, to renew authorization: Renewal is not
required; hence, there is no fee. Exemption Costs - What costs are associated with receiving a waiver or
exemption to authorization: In accordance with the CMR 2. Do your state regulations explicitly allow or
prohibit interstate reciprocal agreements about authorization? If so, please describe: What is the process, if
any, to obtain a reciprocal agreement with your state: Are there any reciprocal agreements currently in place or
under consideration? If so, please list those agreements: If interstate reciprocal agreements are not addressed
in your regulations, would your agency consider establishing such agreements? The DHE is open to dialogue.
Consumer Protection and Student Complaints 9A1. Does your agency have a process for handling complaints
about postsecondary institutions or programs:: If yes, please describe the process or provide a web link to the
material that describes the complaint process: If yes, does this complaint process extend to institutions not
authorized by the agency that may enroll residents of the state such as explicitly distance education programs
with no physical presence or exempt institutions:
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A Guide to the Secretary of the Commonwealth, Records, Feb 27, converted to conform to eadVIVA. Thomas
Nelson held the position of the first Secretary of Virginia in Early Secretaries were elected by the public. In a
Act the duties of the Secretary were redefined with the Secretary of the Commonwealth serving as the ex
officio secretary of the Governor, as custodian of many official State records, and as keeper of the Greater and
Lesser Seals of the Commonwealth. The office of the Secretary has gradually acquired other functions, such
as: The Office became a gubernational appointment subsequent to a Act of the Assembly. Scope and Content
Information Arranged into the following series: Applications and recommendations for appointments to state
positions, , ; Series II. Applications and recommendations for appointments as local officials, ; Series IV.
Correspondence from governors of other states, ; Series V. Miscellaneous records, ; Series VI. Penitentiary
papers, ; Series VII. Notifications of candidacy, ; Series IX. Miscellaneous papers of the Adjutant General, ;
Series X. Contracts and bonds for printing, ; and Series XI. Contracts and bonds for ruling and binding,
Applications and recommendations for appointments to state positions, , Includes applications and
recommendations for various state positions, including boundary commissioner, clerkships, Geological
Survey, fish inspectors, flour inspectors, lumber inspectors, provisions inspectors, Public Guard, State Board
of Health, and the Board of Visitors at the University of Virginia. Applications and recommendations for
appointments as Inspectors of Tobacco, Includes applications and recommendations for appointments in
Farmville, ; Lynchburg, ; Petersburg, , ; Richmond, Arranged alphabetically by city, and thereunder
chronologically. Applications and recommendations for appointments as local officials, Includes applications
and recommendations for local officials in various Virginia counties and cities, including constables,
councilmen, justices of the peace, magistrates and trustees. Arranged alphabetically by locality.
Correspondence from governors of other states, Includes correspondence to Virginia Governors Gilbert C.
Walker and James L. Kemper from various governors of other states regarding a variety of topics. This series
includes the following: Annual reports of the Board of Visitors at the University of Virginia, ; Bond of the
Secretary of the Commonwealth, ; Certificate of organization for the Seafood Investment Company, ; Contract
for metal fixtures and furniture for the Office of the Secretary of the Commonwealth, ; Miscellaneous
correspondence, , , , ; Leases for state property, , Public Warehouse and Armory ; List of books delivered to
the University of Virginia, ; List of textbook regulations in other states, c. Applications and recommendations
for the positions of director, board of directors, clerk of the board of directors, superintendent, and
commissioner of revenue at the Virginia State Penitentiary, , and ; Applications and recommendations for the
position of physician, and ; Monthly reports of prisoners received, discharged, pardoned, died, escaped, etc.
Records of various state institutions and asylums, This series includes correspondence, recommendations and
reports for the following state institutions and asylums: Notifications of candidacy, These letters consist of
official notices of candidacy to the Secretary of the Commonwealth for Congressional offices and electors for
President and Vice- President for Miscellaneous papers of the Adjutant General, These papers include mostly
incoming correspondence and receipts for supplies for the years ; ; and Contracts and bonds for printing,
Includes ontracts and bonds for the printing of state government publications. Also includes a petition for a
contract and transcripts of the ensuing hearing Includes contracts and bonds for the ruling and binding of state
government publications. Administrative Information Access Restrictions There are no restrictions. Use
Restrictions There are no restrictions. Preferred Citation Secretary of the Commonwealth, Records, Contents
List Series I: Applications and recommendations for appointments to state positions, ; Arranged alphabetically
by position. Applications and recommendations for appointments as Inspector of Tobacco, Arranged
alphabetically by locality. Applications and recommendations for appointments as local officials, Arranged
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alphabetically by locality. Correspondence from governors of other states, Arranged chronologically.
Correspondence, 4 1 Correspondence, 4 2 Correspondence, 4 3 Correspondence, 4 4 Correspondence, 4 5
Correspondence, 4 6 Series V: Miscellaneous records, Arranged alphabetically. Annual reports of the Board of
Visitors at the University of Virginia, 4 7 Bond of the Secretary of the Commonwealth, 4 8 Certificate of
organization for the Seafood Investment Company, 4 9 Contract for Metal Fixtures and Furniture for the
Office of the Secretary of the Commonwealth, 4 10 Correspondence of the Secretary of the Commonwealth, ; ;
; 4 11 Leases for state property, ; Public Warehouse and Armory 4 12 List of books delivered to the University
of Virginia Library, 4 13 List of textbook regulations in other states, c. Penitentiary papers, Applications and
recommendations for positions at the Virginia State Penitentiary, ; ; 5 1 Applications and recommendations for
Penitentiary physician, 5 2 Applications and recommendations for Penitentiary physician, 5 3 Monthly reports
of prisoners received, discharged, pardoned, died, escaped, etc. Correspondence and contracts, 5 12 Convict
labor: Correspondence and contracts, 5 13 Convict labor: Correspondence and contracts, 5 14 Convict labor:
Correspondence and contracts, 5 15 Convict labor: Correspondence and contracts, 5 16 Convict labor:
Correspondence and contracts, 6 1 Convict labor: Correspondence and contracts, 6 2 Convict labor:
Correspondence and contracts, 6 3 Convict labor: Correspondence and contracts, 6 4 Convict labor:
Correspondence and contracts, 6 5 Convict labor: Correspondence and contracts, 6 6 Convict labor:
Correspondence and contracts, 6 7 Convict labor: Correspondence and contracts, 6 8 Convict labor:
Correspondence and contracts, 6 9 Convict labor: Correspondence and contracts, 6 10 Convict labor:
Correspondence and contracts, 6 11 Convict labor: Correspondence and contracts, 6 12 Escapees, fugitives
and rewards: Correpsondence, 6 13 Miscellaneous papers, 6 14 Miscellaneous papers, 6 15 Miscellaneous
papers, 6 16 Series VII: Records of various state institutions and asylums, Arranged alphabetically by
institution. Miscellaneous papers of the Adjutant General, Arranged chronologically. Miscellaneous papers, 7
11 Miscellaneous papers, ; 7 12 Miscellaneous papers, n. Contracts and bonds for printing, Arranged
chronologically. Contracts and bonds, 8 1 Contracts and bonds, 8 2 Contracts and bonds, 8 3 Contracts and
bonds, 8 4 Contracts and bonds, 8 5 Contracts and bonds, 8 6 Contracts and bonds, 8 7 Contracts and bonds, 8
8 Contracts and bonds, 8 9 Contracts and bonds, 8 10 Contracts and bonds, 8 11 Contracts and bonds, 8 12
Petition for printing contract, 8 13 Series XI: Contracts and bonds for ruling and binding, Arranged
chronologically. Contracts and bonds, 9 1 Contracts and bonds, 9 2 Contracts and bonds, 9 3 Contracts and
bonds, 9 4 Contracts and bonds, 9 5 Contracts and bonds, 9 6 Contracts and bonds, 9 7 Contracts and bonds, 9
8 Contracts and bonds, 9 9 Contracts and bonds, 9 10 Contracts and bonds, 9 11 Contracts and bonds, 9 12
Contracts and bonds, 9
Chapter 5 : Academics earn some of the best salaries in Commonwealth - University World News
Institutions. This is a list of institutions that have contributed historical materials to this site. For the full list of Digital
Commonwealth member institutions, and information on how to join, see the Member Directory.

Chapter 6 : Deputy President of the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom - Wikipedia
The USS Constitution Museum's War of collection includes printed pamphlets, rare books, certificates, broadsides, and
manuscript correspondence, logs, and journals. Together the works document USS Constitution's role in the War of , as
well as other political and military aspects of the conflict.

Chapter 7 : Institutions - Digital Commonwealth
At head of title: Commonwealth Education Liaison Committee. Search the history of over billion web pages on the
Internet.
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executive branch agencies, including the two Level I institutions of higher education. This report does not address
compliance for Level II and Level III institutions statutorily exempted from compliance with Commonwealth policies and
standards.

Chapter 9 : Commonwealth | association of states | calendrierdelascience.com
Among Commonwealth countries, South African higher education institutions offered the highest overall average
salaries in and enjoyed the highest salary increases from - after cost of living is considered - according to a recent
Association of Commonwealth Universities' survey on academic salaries.
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